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Summary
Background: Hospital closures are becoming increasingly common in the United States. Patients who received care at the closing hospitals must travel to different, often farther hospitals for care, and nearby remaining hospitals may have difficulty coping with a sudden influx of patients.

Objectives: Our objectives are to analyze the dispersion patterns of patients from a closing hospital and to correlate that with distance from the closing hospital for three specific visit types: emergency, inpatient, and ambulatory.

Methods: In this study, we used data from a health information exchange to track patients from Saint Vincent's Medical Center, a hospital in New York City that closed in 2010, to determine where they received emergency, inpatient, and ambulatory care following the closure.

Results: We found that patients went to the next nearest hospital for their emergency and inpatient care, but ambulatory encounters did not correlate with distance.

Discussion: It is likely that patients followed their ambulatory providers as they transitioned to another hospital system. Additional work should be done to determine predictors of impact on nearby hospitals when another hospital in the community closes in order to better prepare for patient dispersion.
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1. Background

Hospital closures have significant impact on their surrounding communities [1–4]. In the United States, over 300 hospitals have closed in the last 20 years, and in urban areas, about ten hospitals have closed per year for the last five years [3]. Hospitals close for a variety of reasons, generally centered on financial debt, mergers, and inability to make a profit [5–7]. Hospital closures have been associated with worsened healthcare for the community, especially for the most vulnerable populations [2, 8–10]. For example, closures have been associated with increased rates of readmission and increased distances to the nearest healthcare facility, which can impact the outcomes of trauma patients and those with heart attacks [1, 2, 8]. Remaining hospitals in the area divert ambulances to other hospitals at an increased rate and are increasingly crowded as a result of hospital closures [9, 11].

Knowing what patients do in the setting of a hospital closure is essential to appropriately plan for patient care at remaining provider organizations in the area. For example, in an emergency department, an unplanned influx of patients beyond expectation may lead to crowding which adversely affects patient outcomes [11, 12]. Furthermore, crowding may affect more than just the care at the hospital. Ambulances that would have gone to the closed hospital are rerouted to the next nearest hospital until these hospitals become crowded and then patients must travel even farther to receive healthcare [1, 9]. In addition, other nearby hospitals could run the risk of not having the capacity to safely manage the increased census created by the shut-down facility, especially if the increase is sudden and extreme [13].

Studies show that patients use a number of factors to choose where to seek care, including proximity, insurance, general reputation, the individual’s healthcare needs, wait times, and loyalty to a particular hospital or provider [14–16]. These factors may weigh differently for various services. For example, unlike other parts of a hospital, emergency care is usually unplanned. In such scenarios, loyalty to a provider may be less of a contributing factor in a patient’s decision compared to wait times or how quickly one can reach the hospital. Patients transported by ambulance may be brought to the nearest 911-receiving hospital, independent of their hospital choice. On the other hand, ambulatory care is usually planned and thus patients may worry more about insurance and reputation of the provider over proximity and wait times.

In light of these differences, the location where patients seek care in response to a hospital closure may be different for each encounter type. To our knowledge, there is no comprehensive analysis in the current literature of where patients go after a hospital closes.

2. Objectives

In this paper, we aim to describe the impact of the 2010 closure of Saint Vincent’s Medical Center (SVCMC), a medical center in lower Manhattan in New York City, on the number of emergency, inpatient, and ambulatory patient encounters to eight surrounding hospitals. Furthermore, we analyze the correlation of the size of the dispersion of SVCMC patients to each of the other hospitals with distance of each from SVCMC.

3. Methods

3.1 Setting

Founded in 1849, Saint Vincent’s Catholic Medical Center (SVCMC) became a pillar of the Manhattan healthcare community seeing over half a million patients per year by the 2000s [17]. It also provided medical attention to the victims of several historic disasters, including the cholera epidemic of 1849, the sinking of the Titanic in 1912, the 9/11 attack in 2001, and the Hudson River landing of US Airways Flight 1549 in 2009 [18, 19]. In the 2000s, SVCMC developed increasing financial debt and despite funding from the government, was forced to cease operations. On April 6th, 2010, SVCMC announced that it would be closing its doors to patients by the end of the month [20]. On April 16th,
ambulances stopped bringing patients to SVCMC. On April 30th, SVCMC ceased providing all emergency and inpatient services [17, 18]. Some ambulatory services continued until May 31, 2010 when these practices were transferred to other hospitals [21].

The New York Clinical Information Exchange (NYCLIX) was a not-for-profit health information exchange (HIE) that began in early 2009 and was functioning during the time of the SVCMC closure. An HIE allows for the exchange of health data electronically across different sites and different electronic health record systems. In addition, a single patient can be linked to several sites and systems simultaneously and healthcare utilization information can be collected [22]. NYCLIX provided an HIE capability for the majority of hospitals and hospital patients in Manhattan from 2009 to 2011 before it merged with another HIE [23]. NYCLIX data provided a way to understand where patients who had been receiving care at SVCMC sought care after SVCMC’s closure.

The analysis includes data from NYCLIX for eight other hospitals, seven of which are also in the borough of Manhattan. The hospital not in Manhattan is located in a neighboring borough and actually closer to SVCMC than some of the 12 total Manhattan hospitals. The specific hospitals are not identified by name in this study in compliance with NYCLIX policy and are referred to as Sites A-H, in order of increasing distance from SVCMC. All hospitals are privately owned, not-for-profit, academic hospitals. In the year 2006, these eight hospitals comprised 7,242 inpatient beds, 538,510 ED visits, and 349,217 hospital discharges. The seven hospitals in Manhattan accounted for 76.6% of Manhattan ED visits [24].

3.2 Framework for Analysis

Specific queries were run by a NYCLIX staff member acting as honest broker, which is a neutral intermediary between the person whose data is being studied and the researcher. The honest broker works with identifiable data as part of his operational duties, and was able to create a coded, de-identified aggregate level research data set for our analysis [25]. Data included daily counts of SVCMC patients visiting the other sites in NYCLIX, along with the type of encounter (ED, inpatient or ambulatory). SVCMC patients were defined as any patient with at least one prior encounter, of any type, to SVCMC since NYCLIX was implemented in March 2009. Three distinct time periods were chosen for analysis:

- Pre-closure: January 5, 2010 – April 5, 2010
- Peri-closure: April 6, 2010 – April 30, 2010
- Post-closure: May 1, 2010 – July 30, 2010

The pre-closure time period was defined as the thirteen weeks prior to the first announcement in the press that the hospital would be closing, which occurred on April 6, 2010. The peri-closure time period was defined as the period from that first announcement until the date of actual closure, April 30, 2010. Post-closure was defined as the thirteen weeks following the closure date. The peri-closure period was chosen as a separate time period for the analysis because after announcement of closure it was assumed that public knowledge of the imminent closure would bias patient’s choice of hospital in an unpredictable manner. The research protocol was reviewed by the Beth Israel Institutional Review Board, which determined the study was exempt.

3.3 Analytic Approach

Differences between pre- and post-closure periods

We first measured the average number of SVCMC patient encounters in the pre- and post-closure periods by encounter type for each hospital and for the eight NYCLIX sites collectively. Since the number of SVCMC patients was increasing over time, we calculated the rate of encounters of SVCMC patients at other sites on any given day ”per 100,000 SVCMC patients.” The differences between those averages were calculated per type of encounter per site and single-factor ANOVA was used to calculate a p-value for each of these differences (Table 1).
Correlation between distance from SVCMC and number of encounters

Next, we measured driving distance and travel time in minutes using public transportation between SVCMC and other sites. Distances in miles correlates well with driving distance in New York City using Google Maps and also gave an absolute number of miles. These distances in miles and public transportation travel times from SVCMC were obtained from Google Maps and the lowest number of miles resulted under the “Driving/Taxi” tab and the lowest number of minutes resulted under the “Public Transit” tab were recorded. We then correlated the travel distance for each site to the change in SVCMC patient encounters from pre- to post-closure for ED, inpatient, and ambulatory encounter types (Figure 1). A chi-square analysis was applied to determine if the closest hospital had a strong correlation with significant increases in SVCMC patients. We also looked for specific distances, beyond which we could expect to see a change in the behavior of SVCMC patients.

Graphical representation of encounters over time

Finally, the total number of SVCMC patient encounters per day was graphed for each hospital by emergency department, inpatient, and ambulatory encounter types to give a visual representation of the changes over time. SVCMC patient encounters were displayed graphically using a 14-day centered moving average to convey trends in patient encounters. The NYCLIX total was graphed for all three encounter types (Figure 2), and then 14-day moving averages for each site were plotted on a separate graph for each encounter type (Figures 3–5).

4. Results

The total number of SVCMC patients at the beginning of the study period was 114,121 and it increased to 130,423 by the end (a 14.3% increase). Overall, the rate at which the number of SVCMC patients increased per day was 156.6 during the pre-closure period, which is the number of patients per day who were new to SVCMC since March 2009 when NYCLIX began exchanging data with all sites. During the peri-closure period, there were about 120.9 new SVCMC patients per day from April 6 – April 15 and then 45.3 from April 16 – April 30. This decrease of 37.5% correlates well with when ambulance services to SVCMC were terminated (April 15, 2010).

Four of the eight hospitals saw statistically significant changes in the number of SVCMC patient encounters per 100,000 SVCMC patients in their ED, inpatient, and / or ambulatory encounters from pre-closure to post-closure. These sites were A, B, E, and G (Table 1). For ED encounters, Site A and Site B had significant increases of 7.7 and 1.17 encounters per 100,000 SVCMC patients per day, respectively. For inpatient encounters, Site A had an increase of 4.18 encounters per 100,000 SVCMC patients per day and Site G had a small but significant decrease of 0.39. More sites had significant increases in ambulatory encounters than ED or inpatient encounters with Sites E, G, and A increasing 29.34, 19.98 and 3.71 encounters per day per 100,000 SVCMC patients, respectively. When combined, all hospitals saw a significant increase in all three types of encounters as seen by the row labeled “NYCLIX.”

For the ED, the two sites with significant increases in the number of SVCMC patient encounters were the next two nearest hospitals, with the closest one, Site A at 1.3 miles, having an increase 6.58 times greater than the next closest one, Site B, at 1.9 miles from SVCMC, 7.70 (p < 0.001) versus 1.17 (p = 0.0005) (Table 1). Site A also had the shortest public transit time from SVCMC at 12 minutes. Hospitals outside a two mile radius of SVCMC had no significant increase in the number of ED encounters by SVCMC patients after SVCMC’s closure.

The closest hospital – Site A – was the only hospital to have a significant increase in inpatient admissions (Table 1). Site G, one of the farthest hospitals from our list of eight hospitals, had a small but significant decrease in the number of SVCMC inpatient patient admissions post-closure by 0.39 patients per 100,000 SVCMC patients per day (p < 0.05). Finally, ambulatory sites saw no correlation of increases in SVCMC patient encounters with decreased distances from SVCMC (Table 1). In fact, Site E had the largest significant increase in the number of SVCMC ambulatory patient encounters among three sites and yet was the farthest away (p < 0.05). There was no correlation with public transit times.
When differences in pre- and post-closure were graphed per encounter type against distance from SVCMC, there was a significant correlation with the next closest hospital (p < 0.005). When broken down, each encounter type had varying degrees of correlation with the next closest hospital with inpatient having the strongest and ambulatory having the weakest. With respect to specific distances, hospitals within a 2 mile radius could expect to see a significant increase in SVCMC patients with a p-value of less than 0.01.

The number of SVCMC patient encounters at other sites after SVCMC closed increased for all encounter types (Figure 1). The combined ED encounters showed a dramatic increase in SVCMC patients immediately after announcement of closure (Figure 2). Inpatient encounters by SVCMC patients mirrored ED, but with a lower magnitude (Figure 2). Ambulatory encounters at other sites also increased slightly after closure but a more dramatic increase was seen after May 31st (Figure 2), which is the date that SVCMC Ambulatory sites stopped seeing patients. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a significant increase in both ED and inpatient encounters for Site A, but other sites have no visually discernible increase. A gradual increase in ambulatory encounters is seen at the time of SVCMC’s closure for Site A, and then a more abrupt, large but delayed increase is seen for Site E (Figure 5).

5. Discussion

In this study, the NYCLIX dataset was used to analyze the impact of a closing hospital on ED, inpatient, and ambulatory encounters at nearby hospitals. Among the hospitals in the dataset, the next closest hospital to SVCMC by both absolute distance in miles and by travel time appears to bear the greatest burden of ED and inpatient encounters from SVCMC patients. The distances to the next closest hospitals were between 1–2 miles. While our study was of a single closing hospital in an urban setting, it is likely that patients of a closing hospital in any setting go to the next closest hospital for their emergency and inpatient medical needs, though this needs further investigation. This information could help inform the allocation of resources during future hospital closures, as preparation for increased patient influx may help mitigate crowding and improve patient outcomes at the nearest hospitals.

Interestingly, Site B saw a greater increase in ED encounters than Site C even though the public transit time for Site C was slightly shorter. Site B is closer than Site C by 1.2 miles, indicating that absolute distance may matter more than public transit time for ED encounters. One explanation for this may be that a substantial proportion of patients were transported by ambulance, private car or taxi. Another explanation may be that closer absolute distance may correlate with familiarity with the hospital and/or the general neighborhood, which could factor in to a patient's decision making.

Ambulatory encounter changes at other sites in the NYCLIX database after SVCMC closure behave categorically differently from ED and inpatient encounter changes. Ambulatory encounters do not appear to correlate with distances at all, and the increases at other sites happened well after the closure date of SVCMC. The increase in ambulatory encounters of SVCMC patients occurred roughly two months after the first announcement of SVCMC closure, which correlates with when SVCMC closed the remaining of their ambulatory services (May 31st). Among the hospitals in the NYCLIX database, Site E had the greatest increase in the number of SVCMC patient encounters but was farthest away among those with significant increases in ambulatory encounters. Part of the reason for this may be the physicians with ambulatory practices associated with SVCMC became part of another hospital system and retained their patient population. By deduction from the data in this analysis, the three most probable places the SVCMC staff relocated are Sites E, A, and G in order of decreasing magnitude. Site A actually saw an earlier increase, which may be attributable to the fact that it was the closest, and that some SVCMC physicians may have also had privileges at Site A, as is often the case for hospitals in close proximity, whereas other SVCMC physicians had to wait for privileges at hospitals farther away. This effect of credentialing delays may also be seen on the inpatient side with respect to elective admissions for surgeries and admissions from ambulatory practices.

One important limitation of the study is that although the majority of the hospitals closest to SVCMC participated in NYCLIX, many of the approximately 80 hospitals in the 5 boroughs of New York City were not included in the dataset.
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York City and the surrounding New York counties did not, and some unknown number of SVCMC patients, as defined in this study, likely sought care at these other hospitals [24]. Notably absent from this study are the 11 public hospitals in the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation that serve 1.4 million patients every year, including Bellevue Hospital Center. Adalja et al published a study that included survey data from the four closest hospitals to SVCMC on increases in ED patient census after one month of closure. They also trended Bellevue ED census over time for the year of 2010 and compared that to ED census of prior years. Their data was not exclusive to SVCMC patients though, and they also only assessed ED volume. It is not known how much of an effect missing data from hospitals not included in the study [25]. It is not known how much of an effect missing data from hospitals not included in this study may have had on our results, though there were only two hospitals within a two mile radius of SVCMC not included in our study. Despite the limitation of having incomplete coverage of Manhattan, the described methods for using a health information exchange for this type of analysis is still of great value.

Another limitation of this study is that it only captures patients who had at least one recorded encounter to SVCMC between March of 2009, when NYCLIX began exchanging data with all sites, and prior to being seen at one of the other sites during the study period. Thus, there were likely many patients with at least one SVCMC encounter prior to March of 2009 who were not captured in the NYCLIX dataset. Pre-closure, the total number of SVCMC patients in NYCLIX was increasing by about 156.6 per day, indicating that the NYCLIX dataset of SVCMC patients had not yet reached a steady state or leveled-off by the time of the SVCMC closure. Further illustrating this limitation, NYCLIX data accounts for only a 3.1% increase in the Site A ED census during the study period, a fraction of the overall increase actually seen following the SVCMC closure [26].

Other important limitations to discuss are that patients who have had just one prior SVCMC visit may not have been true “SVCMC patients.” There is probably some effect captured from people who just went to SVCMC once but were normally a patient at another facility. The absolute totals of SVCMC patients seen at the nearest hospitals may be biased in this regard. Alternate definitions that look at the pattern of visits in a more complex way may be a better reflection of the true number of “SVCMC patients,” but we chose a more sensitive definition in order to identify as many potential patients as possible. Similarly, patients who were seen multiple times in the post-closure period, including for re-hospitalizations, frequent ED users, or for follow up visits within the three month period were not excluded after their first visit to one of the other sites, possibly inflating post-closure numbers. Our data also did not permit us to control for seasonality of patient illnesses, which could have also affected the differences seen in the number of SVCMC patient encounters between the pre-closure period and post-closure period at one site. In the instances where seasonality of diseases is higher prior to April, differences in pre- and post-closure encounters at a site may have been missed. In the instances where seasonality of diseases is higher after April, differences in pre- and post-closure may be skewed to be greater than they actually were.

In this study, using data obtainable from a health information exchange, we determined that patients who received care at a closing hospital may have been most likely to visit the closest available hospital for their emergency and inpatient medical care. This trend did not extend to ambulatory services, where the actual distance from the closing hospital to other sites did not appear to correlate with SVCMC patient encounters. It would be helpful to see if similar results could be found in other regions where hospital closures have occurred. Future studies should also focus on generating a model to predict the timing and magnitude of an increase in number of patients seen at the next nearest hospital of a closing hospital so that hospitals can prepare for sudden surges in their patient volume.

6. Conclusion

To our knowledge, this is the first analysis of an HIE to investigate the behavior of patients who received care at a closing hospital. Without an HIE, this type of analysis would be difficult or impossible. Although a similar analysis could theoretically be performed using claims data, the payer market in New York City is highly fragmented, and there is a large number of uninsured patients, making such a study infeasible. A data set with more hospitals and a longer timeframe could improve the
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validity of results. There are also more clinically interesting questions that could be asked if more detailed data were available, such as which types of patients may not be getting access to care and what the impact on clinical outcomes is when a hospital closes.

In 2013, there were 315 data exchange initiatives identified in the nation at various stages of implementation and efficacy [27]. With improvements and expansion of HIE and other forms of interoperable health information, it will become increasingly possible to conduct studies that track patients across sites, and gain a better understanding of how patients actually access care. In the case of hospital closures, HIEs across the United States may provide useful data for predictive modeling and advanced preparation for the remaining hospitals in a region. Additional studies using HIE data may also help inform policy makers regarding the decision to close hospitals in various regions.

Clinical Relevance Statement
Hospital closures are increasingly common, and healthcare delivery for unplanned hospital closures can lead to crowding in other healthcare facilities and poor patient outcomes. Through advances in health information exchange, we can learn from hospital closures in the past to help plan for ones in the future. According to the example in this research, patients from a closing hospital will go to the next nearest hospital for their emergency and inpatient needs, and the increase in patient visits from a closing hospital will happen prior to the final closure date of the closing hospital.
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Fig. 1 ED, inpatient, and ambulatory pre-closure to post-closure differences per 100,000 SVCMC patients versus distance for each of the eight other hospitals participating in the NYCLIX health information exchange. Of the differences depicted, Site A differences in ED, inpatient, and ambulatory patients, Site B in ED, Site E in ambulatory, and Site G in inpatient and ambulatory are significant (p<0.05). Please see Table 1 for more details.
Fig. 2 14-day moving average of all ED, inpatient, and ambulatory encounters by SVCMC patients across the 8 other hospitals participating in the NYCLIX health information exchange before, during and after the hospital’s closure (The NYCLIX HIE).
Fig. 3 14-day moving average of all ED encounters by SVCMC patients across the 8 other hospitals participating in the NYCLIX health information exchange before, during and after the hospital's closure (The NYCLIX HIE).
Fig. 4 14-day moving average of all inpatient admissions of SVCMC patients across the 8 other hospitals participating in the NYCLIX health information exchange before, during and after the hospital’s closure. (The NYCLIX HIE).
Fig. 5 14-day moving average of all ambulatory encounters by SVCMC patients across the 8 other hospitals participating in the NYCLIX health information exchange before, during and after the hospital’s closure (The NYCLIX HIE).
Table 1  Distance and travel times from SVCMC to each site, with the difference in ED, inpatient, and ambulatory encounters per 100,000 SVCMC patients in the NYCLIX database pre- and post-closure of SVCMC. Numbers in bold denote a p-value of < 0.05 using ANOVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Distance (mi)</th>
<th>Public Transit (min)</th>
<th>ED Difference (encounters/day)</th>
<th>Inpatient Difference (admissions/day)</th>
<th>Ambulatory Difference (encounters/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site D</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site E</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>29.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site F</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site G</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site H</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYCLIX</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>56.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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